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Abstract
Understanding how parasites are transmitted to new species is of great importance for human health, agri-

culture and conservation. However, it is still unclear why some parasites are shared by many species, while

others have only one host. Using a new measure of ‘phylogenetic host specificity’, we find that most pri-

mate parasites with more than one host are phylogenetic generalists, infecting less closely related primates

than expected. Evolutionary models suggest that phylogenetic host generalism is driven by a mixture of

host–parasite cospeciation and lower rates of parasite extinction. We also show that phylogenetic related-

ness is important in most analyses, but fails to fully explain patterns of parasite sharing among primates.

Host ecology and geographical distribution emerged as key additional factors that influence contacts among

hosts to facilitate sharing. Greater understanding of these factors is therefore crucial to improve our ability

to predict future infectious disease risks.
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INTRODUCTION

Emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) present a major challenge to

the health of humans and our domesticated animals and crops

(Morens et al. 2004; Woolhouse et al. 2005). EIDs also affect wild

animals and plants, and can be major drivers of wildlife population

declines (e.g. amphibians and Tasmanian devils; McCallum & Jones

2006; Kilpatrick et al. 2010). The source of EIDs is often other

species; for example, many recent human pandemics originated in

wildlife, including human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and severe

acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), and parasite introduction via

introduced species is a major driver of plant EID emergence

(Anderson et al. 2004; Wolfe et al. 2005, 2007; Jones et al. 2008). If

we understand the factors that increase the likelihood of parasites

switching from one host species to another, we can identify prob-

lematic parasites before they are transmitted to new hosts. This

would be advantageous for public health reasons, and for agricul-

ture and the conservation of biodiversity.

The most reliable way to determine whether a parasite – here

defined as any infectious organism – can switch from one species

to another is to experimentally infect the new host in the labora-

tory. However, this is expensive, time consuming and raises ethical

concerns for some host taxa. Another solution is to take a compar-

ative approach that considers how parasites are shared among host

species in nature. Patterns of present-day parasite sharing will reflect

(among other things) historical transfers of parasites from one host

to another. Thus, we can use the degree of parasite sharing among

hosts to make inferences about the host and parasite characteristics

that promote host switching. To do this, we must first consider the

steps involved in a host shift. Initially, the new host must make

contact with the parasite, the likelihood of which will depend on

factors that include whether the host and parasite have overlapping

geographical ranges; the parasite’s transmission mode (e.g. sexually

transmitted diseases are less likely to be encountered by new hosts

than environmentally transmitted diseases); the parasite’s abundance

in the original host; and similarities in the ecology and behaviour of

the hosts. Once a new host is exposed, the probability that the par-

asite can replicate and spread to other individuals depends on the

host’s immune defences and the parasite’s ability to circumvent

these defences (Woolhouse et al. 2005; Parrish et al. 2008).

Previous authors have suggested that each stage of the host-shift-

ing process is more likely if the original host and the new host are

closely related, because closely related species are likely to be similar

in ecological, behavioural, physiological and distributional traits that

increase the likelihood of exposure to a parasite and the ability of

the parasite to circumvent the host’s immune defences (Woolhouse

et al. 2005; Engelstädter & Hurst 2006; Wolfe et al. 2007; Davies &

Pedersen 2008). Indeed, in a range of host–parasite systems, para-

sites are more commonly shared among close relatives than among

more distant relatives (e.g. Davies & Pedersen 2008; Krasnov et al.

2010; Poulin 2010; Streicker et al. 2010; Longdon et al. 2011).

However, processes other than host switching also influence

patterns of parasite sharing (summarised in Fig. S1; see Appendix

S1 in Supporting Information). Close relatives also inherit parasites

from their last common ancestor, and thus should share more para-

sites through common descent (this is referred to as cospeciation;
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Engelstädter & Hurst 2006). In addition, parasites may be missing

from some species simply because the host has been studied insuffi-

ciently to detect the parasite, or because the parasite has gone

extinct.

Here, we use phylogenetic comparative methods to identify fac-

tors that influence parasite sharing among primate hosts. We use

primates because they are well studied and also our closest relatives,

allowing us to make inferences about parasite sharing among

primates and humans. Using a measure of ‘phylogenetic host speci-

ficity’ (or ‘phylospecificity’; Poulin et al. 2011), we first investigate

whether parasites infect more closely related hosts than expected by

chance. Our measure differs from standard measures of host speci-

ficity because it takes into account the relatedness of the hosts,

rather than relying on taxonomic or other categories (e.g. Pedersen

et al. 2005). With this measure, a parasite that infects distantly

related hosts is a phylogenetic host generalist, whereas a parasite

that infects closely related hosts is a phylogenetic host specialist.

We predict that viruses will be phylogenetic host generalists because

the fast rates of viral evolution should allow them to easily adapt to

new hosts (Woolhouse & Gowtage-Sequeria 2005; Parrish et al.

2008; Elena & Froissart 2010). Conversely, we predict that helm-

inths will be phylogenetic host specialists, due to their often com-

plex lifecycles that may constrain their ability to adapt to new hosts

(Woolhouse et al. 2005; Parrish et al. 2008). We also use evolution-

ary models to investigate whether patterns of sharing are driven by

host shifts, host–parasite cospeciation, parasite extinction, or biases

in sampling effort (summarised in Fig. S1).

Next, we investigate patterns of parasite sharing among primates

in relation to primate phylogeny, ecology and geography, and para-

site phylogenetic host specificity. We predict that parasite sharing

will be highest among closely related, ecologically similar primates

that live in close proximity, as these factors should favour parasite

transmission. We also expect that the relationship between parasite

sharing and host phylogeny will be stronger in phylogenetically

host-specialised parasites. Finally, we use phylogenetic models to

investigate levels of parasite sharing among primates and humans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Host–parasite data

We obtained 2867 host–parasite combinations, representing 128 pri-

mate species and 437 parasite species (60 viruses, 247 helminths,

91 protozoa, 35 bacteria and four fungi), from the Global Mammal

Parasite Database (GMPD, accessed 25 July 2011; Nunn & Altizer

2005). We took our list of endemic human parasites from Taylor

et al. (2001).

Primate data

For each species, we collated data on adult body mass (g) and social

group size from various sources (de Magalhaes & Costa 2009; Jones

et al. 2009; Nowak 1999 plus references in Appendix S2). We also

defined each species as terrestrial (> 90% of time on ground), semi-

terrestrial (< 90%, but > 50% of time on ground), semi-arboreal

(< 90%, but > 50% of time in trees) or arboreal (> 90% of time in

trees).

We downloaded geographical range maps from the IUCN

(2010) and used these to estimate the geographical range size of

each species (km2). For each pair of primates we then determined

their geographical range overlap (km2) and the geodesic distance

between their geographical range centroids (km). We obtained mean

annual temperature (0.1 °C) and precipitation (mm) data from

WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005) and extracted mean temperature

and precipitation values for each primate’s geographical range. We

used the R packages maptools (Lewin-Koh & Bivand 2011), PBS-

mapping (Schnute et al. 2010), raster (Hijmans & van Etten 2011),

rgdal (Keitt et al. 2011) and sp (Pebesma & Bivand 2005) for all

geographical data manipulation.

As a measure of sampling effort, we collected citation counts for

each primate species, i.e. the number of references retrieved from

the ISI Web of Knowledge (http://wokinfo.com/; accessed 5 July

2012), where the Latin binomial of the species appeared in either

the title or topic fields, and either ‘parasite’, ‘disease’ or ‘pathogen’

also appeared in the topic field. Where the species binomial had

changed between 1993 and 2005 (Wilson & Reeder 1993, 2005), we

summed the number of citations for the species names from both

taxonomies. We used the dated consensus phylogeny from 10kTrees

version 3 (Arnold et al. 2010) and the taxonomy of Wilson &

Reeder (2005) for all analyses.

Parasite data

We defined each parasite’s geographical range as the union of the

geographical ranges of its hosts (GR1). However, it is unlikely that

a parasite will be found across the whole geographical range of a

host, especially where hosts have large ranges. Therefore, we

derived a second parasite geographical range (GR2). GR2 was

equal to the area encompassed by the minimum convex polygon

created using the host–parasite latitude and longitude locality

records for a given parasite, plus a five degree buffer. To estimate

GR2, we obtained latitude and longitude coordinates for each host

–parasite combination from the GMPD. We excluded localities

that we were unable to unambiguously georeference, and localities

with an extent greater than 10 000 km2. We then extracted geo-

graphical ranges for our parasites using the R packages cited above

plus rgeos (Bivand & Rundel 2011) and wild1 (Sargeant 2011).

Parasite geographical ranges are probably highly dynamic and vary

seasonally; thus, we lack information on which of these ranges

best represents the true geographical range of the parasite. There-

fore, we performed analyses using both GR1 and GR2. We report

only results using GR2; however, our GR1 results are qualitatively

similar.

Sampling biases

Host–parasite data are sensitive to sampling effort: hosts which

have been thoroughly sampled for parasites may appear to have

more parasites than those which have been less well sampled

(Gregory et al. 1996). To deal with this issue, we focused on well-

sampled primates, defined as species with at least 10 different para-

sites, and evidence for saturation in their parasite accumulation

curves (Fig. S2). This left 35 primate species, 2144 host–parasite
combinations and 346 parasite species (52 viruses, 180 helminths,

78 protozoa, 33 bacteria and three fungi). We report results using

the 35 well-sampled primate species; however, our results were

qualitatively similar when we used all primate species. All data are

available in Appendix S3.
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Analyses

Phylogenetic host specificity

We first investigated whether primate parasites infect more closely

related hosts than expected by chance by using the net relatedness

index (NRI) to investigate the ‘phylogenetic host specificity’ (or

‘phylospecificity’; Poulin et al. 2011) of each parasite (Webb et al.

2002). NRI is based on the mean phylogenetic distance (MPD)

between all possible pairs of hosts infected by a parasite

(MPDobs), where phylogenetic distance is defined as the sum of

all intervening branch lengths between two hosts. To allow com-

parisons among multiple parasites, we standardised these MPD

values by (i) subtracting the mean MPD expected for n hosts

drawn at random from the host phylogeny across 999 iterations

(MPDn) and then (ii) dividing by the standard deviation of the

MPD from these 999 randomly drawn n hosts [s(MPDn)]. Finally,

we multiplied these values by �1 so that positive values of NRI

reflect phylogenetic host specialisation. Thus, NRI is calculated as

follows:

NRI ¼ �1 � ððMPDobs �MPDnÞ=sðMPDnÞÞ ð1Þ
To test for statistical significance in phylogenetic host specificity, we

compared MPDobs values with those from the 999 randomly gener-

ated MPD values. A parasite was considered significantly phyloge-

netically host specific if less than 5% of these random MPD values

were larger than MPDobs (P < 0.05).

We estimated NRI values for each parasite that infected at least

two of our 35 primate hosts (N = 141) using the R package picante

(Kembel et al. 2010). We used chi-squared tests to determine

whether different groups of parasites (virus, protozoa or helminth),

or parasites transmitted by vectors or intermediate hosts rather than

by more direct means, had significantly different proportions of

phylogenetic host-specialist parasites. We also ran simulations to

investigate whether sampling effort affected our power to detect

significant phylogenetic host specificity (Appendix S4).

Evolutionary models

Patterns of phylogenetic host specificity are the result of multiple

processes including host shifts, parasite extinctions and host–para-
site cospeciation (summarised in Fig. S1). To better understand

these mechanisms, we used maximum-likelihood methods to com-

pare three evolutionary models: (i) host shifts and parasite extinc-

tions occur at different rates, (ii) host shifts and parasite extinctions

occur at equal rates and (iii) only parasite extinctions occur. We

computed the maximum likelihood for each model using the Multi-

State option in BayesTraits (Pagel et al. 2004). This fits a continu-

ous-time Markov model to discrete character data distributed on the

tips of a phylogenetic tree by traversing the phylogeny and estimat-

ing rate parameters associated with transitions among character

states (Pagel et al. 2004). We then used the Akaike Information

Criterion (AIC) to select the best model for each parasite, defining

models with greater than 2 units difference in AIC as different. We

also compared estimated rates of host shifts (host gain) and parasite

extinction (host loss) taken from model (i) to determine which

process occurred at a higher rate.

Parasite sharing among primates

We estimated the similarity of parasite communities among pairs of

primate hosts using either Jaccard’s index (Jaccard 1922):

Parasite similarity ¼ a=ðaþ bþ cÞ ð2Þ
or a modified version of Jaccard’s index, calculated as follows:

Parasite similarity ¼ ððaþ eÞ=cÞ=ððaþ bþ cþ eÞ=cÞ ð3Þ
where a is the number of parasites shared by host species B and

C, b is the number of parasites unique to species B, c is the num-

ber of parasites unique to species C and e is the number of para-

sites present in the shared parasite species pool (c) but missing

from species B and C. We defined the shared parasite species pool,

c, as all the parasites with geographical ranges that overlap with the

geographical ranges of both species B and C. We divide by c so

that parasite similarity values range from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates

that species B and C have no shared parasites nor any shared

absences of parasites, to 1 where species B and C share all their

parasites and/or absences of parasites. We include this modified

version because Jaccard’s index does not include information on

shared absences of species (Anderson et al. 2011), and in terms of

parasite transmission likelihoods, whether two species both lack a

parasite may be informative (e.g. it may indicate that the parasite

lacks the ability to circumvent the immune system of both species).

Because parasite similarity values are bounded between 0 and 1 and

thus produce non-normal error distributions, we logit transformed

our similarity indices, after first adding the minimum non-zero value

of parasite similarity to each value (because zeros cannot be log

transformed; Warton & Hui 2011). Note that where we report pre-

dicted values and intercepts, we subtract this value from our

estimates.

After calculating parasite similarity for all primate pairs, we fit lin-

ear models of each similarity index against the time since the spe-

cies’ most recent common ancestor, i.e. divergence time (Davies &

Pedersen 2008). Previous studies have shown that divergence time

does not fully explain variation in parasite sharing (e.g. Davies &

Pedersen 2008), which could be the result of differences in the ecol-

ogy or distribution of host pairs. We therefore fit linear models of

parasite similarity against divergence time with all possible combina-

tions of the following variables: the difference between each species

pair in adult body mass, social group size, terrestriality (as a ranked

ordinal variable), mean annual temperature and precipitation, the

geographical range overlap of each pair of species and the distance

between their geographical range centroids. All predictor variables

except terrestriality were natural-log transformed prior to analysis.

We then used model averaging with the R package MuMIn (Barton

2011) to summarise the 95% confidence set of models for explain-

ing variation in parasite similarity with divergence time as a fixed

variable in all models. We repeated all analyses using subsets of the

data restricted to phylogenetic host specialist or generalist parasites,

viruses, protozoa and helminths separately.

To determine whether sampling effort could bias our results and

account for the relationship between parasite similarity and diver-

gence time, we fit models of parasite similarity against the sum of

citation counts from species B and C, and the difference in citation

counts from species B and C. Both predictors were natural-log

transformed prior to the analysis. We also note that because each

species appears multiple times in our pairwise measures of parasite

similarity, our models contain pseudoreplication. However, each pair

of primates produces an independent value of parasite similarity

and, as we are using these values in the models rather than species

© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd/CNRS
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values, we feel this is not a major issue. A more important issue is

pseudoreplication in divergence times, i.e. each New World monkey

vs. Old World monkey comparison has the same divergence time,

leading to many points with the same value. To determine whether

this influenced our results, we repeated the analyses 1000 times,

randomly selecting only one species pair for each divergence time

on each iteration, fitting the models and then averaging the

results across all 1000 iterations. Our results are qualitatively similar

(Table S1).

Human–primate parasite sharing predictions
We used the parasite sharing models described above to predict lev-

els of parasite sharing among primates and humans. We used only

human parasites which also occurred in our primate dataset so we

could classify parasites as phylogenetic host specialists or generalists.

We assumed that humans could potentially contract any parasite

due to our cosmopolitan distribution.

RESULTS

Phylogenetic host specificity

Of 141 parasites, 58 were identified as phylogenetic host specialists,

i.e. they infect more closely-related primate species than expected

by chance (Table 1; Fig. 1; Appendix S3). As predicted, viruses had

lower phylogenetic host specificity than protozoa or helminths

(v2 = 9.745, d.f. = 2, P = 0.008; Table 1), but there were no signifi-

cant differences among transmission modes (v2 = 1.554, d.f. = 1,

P = 0.213; Table 1). When parasites with a single host were

included as specialists, helminths had much higher phylogenetic

host specificity than protozoa or viruses (v2 = 11.57, d.f. = 2,

P = 0.003; Table 1), but differences among transmission modes

remained non-significant (v2 = 0.004, d.f. = 1, P = 0.9496;

Table 1). Simulations revealed that our method had very high

power to detect significant phylogenetic host specificity even under

heterogeneous host sampling (Appendix S4). Our results were quali-

tatively similar when we used only well-sampled parasites (i.e. those

with > 4 hosts from our subset of 35 well-sampled primates).

Evolutionary models

Evolutionary model (i), where hosts were gained and lost at differ-

ent rates, was the best fitting model for 89 of our 141 parasites,

suggesting that their transmission history included a mixture of

host shifts, host–parasite cospeciation and parasite extinction

(Appendix S3). The remaining 52 parasites showed support for

more than one model, although model (i) was always one of the

equally supported models. Rates of host gain in these models were

much lower than rates of host loss, suggesting that the patterns

are driven mainly by host–parasite cospeciation and parasite extinc-

tion, rather than extensive host switching (Appendix S3). These

results did not differ when phylogenetic host generalist and

specialist parasites were considered separately. We also found no

significant differences in the host gain to host loss rate ratio

between phylogenetic host generalist and specialist parasites

(ANOVA: F1,140 = 0.133, P = 0.716), or among parasite types

(ANOVA: F4,136 = 1.868, P = 0.119).

Parasite sharing among primates

As predicted, we found a significant negative relationship between

divergence time and parasite similarity (r2 = 0.331), and this rela-

tionship held across all transmission modes and parasite types

(Fig. 2; Fig. S3; Table S2) using either of the Jaccard’s indices

(Table S5). This relationship is strongest in phylogenetic host-

specialist parasites (r2 = 0.411; phylogenetic host generalists:

r2 = 0.161), with the greatest scatter about the regression line in

viruses (r2 = 0.116), but with little difference between transmission

modes (Table S2 and Table S5).

The estimated intercept of the relationship between divergence

time and parasite similarity for all parasites was 0.793 ± 0.022,

whereas theoretically it should be one (i.e. when divergence time is

zero parasite communities should be identical, although this will be

true only when all parasites in a host are recorded without sampling

error). The lower than expected intercept suggests that parasite

sharing among primates is not simply the result of phylogenetic

relationships. When phylogenetic host-specialist parasites alone were

considered, the intercept was 0.903 ± 0.018, which is much closer

to one, vs. 0.449 ± 0.033 in phylogenetic host-generalist parasites,

suggesting that phylogenetic relatedness is more important for para-

site sharing in phylogenetic host specialists than in phylogenetic

host generalists.

Statistical models including ecology and geography explained sub-

stantially more of the variation in parasite sharing than models

including only divergence time (‘best’ model, all parasites,

r2 = 0.613; Table 2; Table S3 and Table S6). Other than divergence

time, the most important predictors in our models were the distance

between host geographical range centroids, the body mass differ-

ence between hosts and the difference in mean annual temperature

across the species’ ranges. As predicted, parasite sharing increased

as differences decreased, indicating that greater geographical and

ecological similarity increases parasite similarity (Table 2; Table S3).

The relative importance of these factors varied with subsets of the

data; only the distance between host geographical range centroids

was consistently found in all of our 95% confidence sets of models.

Thus, greater distances resulted in lower parasite similarity, consis-

tent with opportunity for contact and/or habitat similarity as predic-

tors of parasite sharing.

Although we found significant relationships among parasite

similarity and host sampling effort, these associations were weak

(mean r2 < 0.05), suggesting that our results are not an artefact of

differences in sampling effort (Table S4).

Table 1 The distribution of phylogenetic host-specialist and -generalist parasites

across different types of parasite

Parasite subset n Specialist Generalist Singletons

All 346 58 83 205

VI 187 38 44 105

noVI 164 19 41 104

Viruses 52 4 21 27

Protozoa 78 25 22 31

Helminths 180 28 31 121

Bacteria 33 1 8 24

Fungi 3 0 1 2

Singletons are parasites with only one host. VI = parasites transmitted by vectors

or intermediate hosts; noVI = parasites transmitted sexually, vertically or by close

or non-close contact.
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Human–primate parasite sharing predictions

As predicted by the parasite-sharing models, we share most para-

sites with our closest relatives, chimpanzees and gorillas (Fig. 3).

However, overall parasite sharing did not decrease predictably with
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Figure 1 Phylogenetic distribution of the primate hosts for the most common parasites in our study. The primate phylogeny is on the left, primate species are on the

right and parasites are under the plot. Black dots indicate parasite presence.
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Figure 2 Scatter plots showing the relationship between parasite similarity and

divergence time (millions of years) among pairs of primates for all parasites and

for phylogenetic host specialist and generalist parasites separately. Results have

been subdivided into 5-million year divergence time bins. Points are the mean

values within these bins and error bars represent standard errors.

Table 2 Model averaging results from multiple regressions of parasite similarity

against various predictors, for pairs of primates

Variable Slope

Adjusted

SE

Lower

CI

Upper

CI Importance

Divergence time �0.355 0.044 �0.441 �0.269 1.000

Body mass difference �0.086 0.017 �0.120 �0.052 1.000

Group size difference �0.036 0.028 �0.091 0.020 0.447

Terrestriality difference 0.038 0.033 �0.026 0.102 0.410

Temperature

difference

�0.063 0.024 �0.110 �0.017 0.982

Precipitation difference 0.037 0.023 �0.009 0.082 0.558

Geographical range

overlap

0.003 0.008 �0.013 0.019 0.274

Geographical range

distance

�0.535 0.033 �0.600 �0.469 1.000

N = 595 primate species pairs. Coefficients are model averages from the 95%

confidence set of models. SE = standard error; CI = confidence interval; impor-

tance = the relative importance of each variable.
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phylogenetic distance: on average, humans share more parasites with

Old World monkeys and lemurs than with orangutans. This appears

to be because humans share far fewer phylogenetic host-specialist

parasites with chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans than predicted

by our models (Fig. 3). When considering phylogenetic host gener-

alists, however, parasite sharing among humans and primates

decreased more consistently with phylogenetic distance (Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION

Over 60% of human EIDs are shared with animals (Jones et al.

2008). Thus, it is vitally important to understand the drivers of para-

site sharing among species so we can predict which parasites may

emerge in humans in the future. Previous authors found that close

relatives should share more parasites than distant relatives (e.g.

Davies & Pedersen 2008; Krasnov et al. 2010; Longdon et al. 2011).

We also show that closely related primates share more parasites than

more distantly related primates. Importantly, however, phylogenetic

distance did not fully explain variation in parasite sharing; ecological

and distributional differences among primates were also relevant pre-

dictors, particularly the distance between the species’ geographical

ranges. Davies & Pedersen (2008) also found that geographical range

overlap was important for parasite sharing in primates, and Krasnov

et al. (2010) found that environmental differences were important in

ectoparasite sharing among rodents, particularly for ectoparasites that

sometimes live independently of their hosts. Conversely, Longdon

et al. (2011) found that phylogenetic distances among hosts explained

almost all variation in the ability of viruses to infect new Drosophila

species. However, they avoided any effects of host ecology and

distribution by artificially infecting the hosts.

Taken together, these results suggest that host ecological and dis-

tributional differences are important through their effects on the

rate and intensity of initial host–parasite contacts, while phylogeny

is important for parasite sharing only after host–parasite contact has

occurred. Other factors are also important for understanding para-

site sharing. Using a measure of phylogenetic host specificity, for

example, we found that more variance in parasite sharing was

explained by phylogeny for host-specialist parasites.

Most of our parasites were phylogenetic host generalists, infecting

more distantly related primates than expected. Evolutionary models

suggest that these patterns are driven primarily by parasite extinc-

tion and host–parasite coevolution rather than host switching

(although our method may not detect recent host switching among

many close relatives, e.g. SIV; Charleston & Robertson 2002). This

was true for phylogenetic host-generalist and -specialist parasites,

although we expected to see higher rates of host switching in phylo-

genetic host generalists. These results suggest that phylogenetic host

generalists infect many hosts by resisting extinction (rather than by

regularly switching hosts). Parasite extinctions could occur through

the evolution of host immune defences, changes in host ecology or

distribution that make the host unsuitable (e.g. dispersal to an area

without an appropriate vector), competitive exclusion by other

parasites or simply by chance (e.g. ‘missing the boat’ at speciation;

Krasnov et al. 2010). Phylogenetic host generalists may avoid extinc-

tion by quickly evolving adaptations to circumvent such host

changes.

Most viruses in our dataset are phylogenetic host generalists.

Interestingly, Longdon et al. (2011) found the opposite result in

Drosophila sigma viruses, although this may reflect the fact that the

hosts were infected artificially. Contrary to expectations, evolution-

ary models did not show that viruses had higher rates of host

switching than other groups of parasites. This suggests that viruses

are particularly good at resisting extinction, perhaps owing to higher

rates of evolution (Woolhouse & Gowtage-Sequeria 2005; Wool-

house et al. 2005; Parrish et al. 2008; Elena & Froissart 2010). Bacte-

ria were also predominantly phylogenetic host generalists, although

we have little data on these parasites (Table 1). Protozoa and helm-

inths, in contrast, have fairly equal numbers of phylogenetic host

specialists and generalists. However, this changes if we consider par-

asites with just one host. Around 50% of viruses, 70% of bacteria,

40% of protozoa and 70% of helminths in our dataset infect only a

single primate species, suggesting that we are underestimating phylo-

genetic host specificity. One explanation for this pattern involves

constraints imposed by the parasite’s lifecycle. For example, helm-

inths often have complex lifecycles, which may reduce their ability

to adapt to new hosts because they must retain adaptations to their
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Figure 3 Average parasite similarity among humans and various species/clades of primates. White bars represent overall parasite similarity, light-grey bars represent

parasite similarity for phylogenetic host-generalist parasites only, and dark-grey bars represent parasite similarity for phylogenetic host-specialist parasites only. Crosses

represent predicted values from parasite-sharing models. Pan = Pan troglodytes; Gorilla = Gorilla gorilla; Pongo = Pongo pygmaeus; OW = Old World monkeys

(Cercopithecidae); NW = New World monkeys (Platyrrhini); Lemur = Strepsirrhini.
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intermediate hosts (Woolhouse et al. 2005; Parrish et al. 2008). In

addition, vector borne or intermediate host parasites are also

constrained by availability of sufficient competent vectors or suscep-

tible intermediate hosts, even in areas where susceptible hosts are

abundant (Randolph & Rogers 2010; Kilpatrick 2011). However, we

failed to find any differences in phylogenetic host specificity in rela-

tion to transmission mode. Parasites may also appear to infect only

one host due to low sampling effort (see below).

Our parasite-sharing models predicted that humans should share

most parasites with our closest primate relatives. However, parasite

sharing did not decrease with phylogenetic distance as strongly as

expected; humans share more host-specific parasites with Old World

monkeys and lemurs than with our closer relative, the orangutan.

This departure from expectations may reflect the greater research

effort aimed at documenting parasites in Old World monkeys (see

Fig. S2), especially as many macaque species are used in medical

research, and because of greater contact between humans and these

lineages of primates. For example, humans are likely to have more

contact with Old World monkeys than orangutans because orangu-

tans are rare and primarily arboreal, whereas Old World monkey spe-

cies are more terrestrial and are often commensal with humans

(Smuts et al. 1987). In addition, many human diseases appear to orig-

inate from human–wildlife contact during bushmeat hunting or

butchering, including Old World monkeys (Wolfe et al. 2005; Betsem

et al. 2011). Hence, these findings also suggest that the rate and

intensity of parasite contacts is a better predictor of parasite sharing

among species than phylogeny alone, which may explain why more

parasites of humans are shared with rodents and domestic animals

than with wild primates (Woolhouse & Gowtage-Sequeria 2005;

Engelstädter & Hurst 2006; Wolfe et al. 2007; Parrish et al. 2008).

We omitted ecological differences in analyses involving humans

because human ecological attributes are difficult to quantify. It would

be useful to formalise ecological overlap between humans and other

mammals more formally in future extensions of this research.

Sampling effort is a major issue in comparative analyses of para-

sites because poorly studied hosts will appear to have fewer para-

sites than well-known hosts (Gregory et al. 1996). We dealt with

this issue by focusing on the 35 best-studied primates (of 376 spe-

cies in the Order Primates; Wilson & Reeder 2005) and find that

our analyses still had high power to detect significant phylogenetic

host specificity even under heterogeneous parasite sampling. How-

ever, we also find that even in these well-studied primates, more

effort is needed to sample the full complement of parasites found

in most primates, as indicated by only slight saturation in the para-

site accumulation curves (Fig. S2). In addition, 205 parasites are

found only in one primate species. In some cases, the lack of satu-

ration reflects a truly specialised parasite; in others it likely reflects

under sampling of the parasite. This under sampling is also uneven

across parasite groups: bacterial parasites are rarely reported, possi-

bly due to lower severity of bacterial diseases compared with viral

diseases (e.g. Ebola). Given the past and future implications of

emerging parasites contracted from human–wildlife contacts, further

research into wildlife parasites is crucial to fill these research gaps.

Several other methodological issues deserve mention. First, many

parasite ‘species’ consist of multiple cryptic species that infect dif-

ferent hosts. Treating these cryptic species as one species could arti-

ficially inflate the phylogenetic host specificity of the parasite;

however, if a cryptic species complex is phylogenetically host spe-

cific, it is likely that its constituent species will be too. In addition,

species definitions differ across types of parasite, which makes it

difficult to compare phylogenetic host specificity across parasite

types. Second, our measure of phylogenetic host specificity only

captures one aspect of host specificity in parasites. Poulin et al.

(2011) discuss other important factors, including structural (i.e. how

the parasite prevalence and abundance vary among hosts) and geo-

graphical (i.e. how host use varies geographically) specificity. Third,

the mechanisms leading to a pair of hosts sharing two closely

related parasites or two distantly related parasites probably differ;

however, our methods do not distinguish between these scenarios.

If parasite relatedness was considered, we would expect parasite

sharing of closely related parasites to be more strongly governed by

host phylogeny. We did not consider parasite relatedness due to a

lack of suitable parasite phylogenies; however, this should be con-

sidered in the future as more comprehensive parasite phylogenies

are published (Poulin et al. 2011).

In conclusion, understanding the drivers of parasite sharing

among species is vital to understanding which parasites will be more

likely to emerge in humans, domesticated animals, crops or endan-

gered wildlife. Our results confirm that more closely related hosts

are more likely to share parasites, but also highlight the importance

of host ecology and geographical distribution and of the phyloge-

netic host specificity of the parasites involved. We also highlight

major gaps in our knowledge of wildlife parasites. Greater under-

standing of these gaps is essential to improve our ability to predict

future infectious disease risks.
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